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Abstract— With the expansion of global trade, computerization and communications, plain language descriptions of products and services need to be replaced by identification and product tracing systems that are usable in all trade and industry sectors worldwide. Product traceability is the process of maintaining records of all materials and parts from purchasing to finished goods where a unique number identify a part, batch, or a finished product. Traceability provides the ability to identify and track a product or a component to its point of origin. The point of origin may be a particular lot or batch, production line and time frame, field, or supplier. Product traceability is very important to reliability. If a particular lot of a critical component is found to be defective after being used in product that is already sold, traceability provides a means of identifying the units for recall. Some products (e.g. aircraft components, fresh produce, meat) require complete traceability. Here are some of the benefits and solutions provided with product identification and tracing: Procedures for identifying and tracing the product during all stages of production, delivery & installation; Requires knowing what parts comprise the product, their specification, their status, etc; Requires knowing the exact content of products that have been delivered to each customer so that the right customer service can be provided; Helps to satisfy “Process Control”. In this paper we are going to accent on EAN UCC numbering system where EAN stands for European Article Numbering and UCC stands for Uniform Code Council. EAN/UCC numbers provide unique and unambiguous identification for worldwide recognition and can improve the efficiency and exchanging information between supply chain participants. Parts Traceability Information System used by PT. Mecoin do to record a part-part starting from the arrival until assembled into products used by each part will kWh meter. So that in a product can be traced GRS kWh meter that is used by each part. As for the concept of the approach taken is an object-oriented approach is to view the problem by using a model - a model that is organized (which combines the issues surrounding the concept of data structure and behavior of an entity). In this approach, the software organization is a collection of discrete objects that work together, communicate and interact to a certain target. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Current technological developments are fast enough, the one with the other countries can interact easily, quickly and efficiently. They can communicate, exchange information quickly via the Internet, telephone and other media. The many advances in both the private sector or the government can work together for mutually beneficial purposes. PT. Mecindo cooperation with Chasseneuil (electrical measuring instrument manufacturer in France) in the manufacture of electrical measuring instruments, named kWh Meter A14C5. High production is done, then the product is sent to Chasseneuil, but sometimes there are some products are not as expected, for example, the product does not function properly or may die. This will lead to complaints from the Customer to the PT. Mecindo. Having analyzed the products had been rejected, there was one part such as a death PCBA. PCBA who die are then tracked their data need to be produced in conditions of Supplier. The data on the part needs to be tracked in order to immediately know the problem so it can be done to improve quality. Thus the authors are interested in doing research on part traceability system in order to perform the tracking of parts that make up a product. A kWh meter sometimes produced a double, a product called a double kWh meter can be seen from the customer serial number or serial number or serial number on the two units of kWh meter, if the two kWh meters of the same serial number. Human Error else is writing the serial number does not correspond Order Form (OF). Of the documents from the engineering department as a basis or guide in the production process. Such errors can be fatal if the production until the number in the thousands and sent to Customer.

The production process in the production outposts in line A14. Each - each post has a process and different functions. As well as human error, which was named one of the postal zip configuration of negligence which continue the process
to the next post, but have not been processed in the post. The process can not be overlooked is detected automatically by the machine. Configuring the process merecord serial number into memory kWh meter.

Good Received System (GRS) is given for each part by the arrival of the consignee. Every part that goes into the production line will be recorded GR斯基a. Current manual recording, a lot of paper used to record any changes in GRS. This gives rise to waste paper. In search of a year data pun when it will be difficult because they have to sort through the pile of paper. Based on some of the problems above, the authors are interested in doing research on Parts Traceability System in PT. Mecoindo according to research the title the author gave.

II. MODEL, ANALYSIS, DESIGN DAN IMPLEMENTATION

2.1 Research of Model
Research can be grouped into several types of research, for example:

a. Qualitative research (including historical and descriptive research) is the research that does not use mathematical models, statistical or computer. The research process begins by establishing the basic assumptions and rules of thinking that will be used in the study. Assumptions and rules are then applied to think systematically in collecting and processing data to provide explanations and arguments. In a qualitative study of information collected and processed should remain objective and not influenced by the opinions of researchers themselves.

b. Qualitative research are widely applied in the study of historical or descriptive. Historical research to apply the scientific method of solving a historical approach. Research process includes the collection and interpretation of phenomena occurring in the past to find a generalization that is useful to understand, predict or control the phenomenon or group of phenomena. Research of this type are sometimes referred to as documentary research for references used in this study are generally in the form of the document. Historical research can be comparative, ie, showing the relationship of some kind of phenomenon by showing similarities and differences; bibliographic, which provides a comprehensive picture of the opinions or thinking of experts in a particular field to collect the documents on the subject; or biographical, which gives broad understanding of a subject, the nature and character of the subject individual, the effect was received by the subjects during the formation of the subject's personality and value to the development of an aspect of life.

c. Descriptive research is the study of phenomena that occur in the present. The process of collection and compilation of data, as well as analysis and interpretation of these data. Descriptive studies can be comparative to compare similarities and differences of certain phenomena; qualitative analytical to explain the phenomenon with the rules of scientific thinking systematically applied without the use of quantitative models, or by holding a normative classification, valuation standards, norms, relationships and the position of an element with another element.

d. Theoretical research is research that only uses reasoning alone to obtain the conclusion of the study. The research process can be started by setting the assumptions and logic thinking. Of the assumptions and logic were formulated presumptions (conjecture). Presumption of a thesis proved or explained by systematically applying the assumptions and logic. One of the assumptions and logic of the application form to form a concept to solve the problem is to establish a quantitative model. In some theoretical studies are not conducted the data collection. Experimental research is research done by creating phenomena in controlled conditions. This study aims to discover causal relationships and the influence of these factors on certain conditions. In its simplest form, this experimental approach seeks to explain, control and predict phenomena as precisely as possible. In many experimental studies used a quantitative model.

e. Engineering research (including research software) is an applied science research into a plan to get the performance in accordance with specified requirements. The design is a synthesis of the design elements combined with the scientific method became a model that meets certain specifications. The study aimed to prove that the design meets the specifications defined. The study begins with determining the design specifications that meet defined specifications, choose the best alternative, and prove that the chosen design to meet the requirements specified in the efficiency, effective and low cost. Research can be classified as computer software engineering research.

2.2 Analysis Methods

a. Method of "Trial and Error" This method is carried out by trials or testing-testing-related research conducted at the computer. Methods escriptive is a method in the research st

b. atus of a group of people, an object, a system of thought or a class of events in the present in order to create a picture or painting in a systematic, timely and reliable information about the facts - the facts are analyzed, and the nature - the nature of related between the phenomenon under investigation. (Moh.Nazir, Ph.D, 1983).

2.3 Data Collection Techniques

a. Observation (field and research) Direct observation of the system running, and analyzing and designing new systems to support and update existing systems.

b. Interview Conduct interviews or question and answer directly to
the employee or the production company involved with the issues under study.

c. Browsing.
Do a search of data - data that support for research through the Internet by visiting the web page a lot in it.
d. Studies Library (Library Research Method
This technique is done by searching the literature related to the research topic, the traceability of parts, with the programming language Visual Basic 6.0

2.4 Design Identification
a. Identification Product dan Traceability Function Tool
Product Identification and Traceability Functions:
- User can identify a product uniquely in terms of product identification, manufacturing order number, process order number, lot number, and inspection order number in all stages of manufacturing. It also links each component element, whether material, process, measuring gauge or personnel to any related activities for final output or traceability.
- Unique product identification and lot number.
- Association with applicable drawings, specifications, revisions and quality records.
- Traceability to personnel performing quality activities.
- Traceability to measuring instruments, gages and tools that are used during the production process.

Item numbering is a system of identifying products by giving each one a unique number. In the table below paper we are going to describe the EAN UCC bar code numbering system. The system provides for global uniqueness and overcomes problems in confusion, duplication and misinterpretation because all of its users follow the same coding rules.

b. Barcode Steps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coding Requirement</th>
<th>BARCODE STEPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Define What will be Encoded and in What Order</td>
<td>At this early stage you must decide what information needs to be put into the bar code. Often, a mandate references guidelines that have been reviewed and approved by a specific industry or standards setting organization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Machine Readable Language | In Bar Code Language this is called a Symbology A bar code is a graphic representation for numbers or alphabetic characters. Typical bar code images are made up of a pattern of lines and spaces or light and dark areas. The graphic symbols represent data characters as well as some control characters. |

| Encode Data | Create the Bar Code Bar code symbols may be produced on demand at the production facility or you can purchase pre-printed bar code labels from a printing bureau that has bar code experience. |

| Quality Control | Verify the Data Bar code verification is the bridge between creating the bar code image and successful scan accuracy rates. A verifier will inspect and report on bar/space widths or light and dark areas and check other characteristics of the image for scanning ease and accuracy. |

| Apply Markings | Use the Data The host system receives the information and uses it for a different purpose. This may be: inventory control, manufacturing process control, shipping & receiving, quality control, automated re-ordering, electronic commerce, etc. |

| Decode Data | Scan the Bar Code This function is performed by a scanner and an interface controller called a decoder. The light source in the scanner reflects the information in the bar code by "translating" dark and light images into the appropriate data. |

| Transmit Data | Communicate the Decoded Data to the Computer Data communications is the key link in implementing an automatic identification system. Decoded data is transmitted to the computer. |

| Data Usage | Communicate the Decoded Data to the Computer |

| c. Fresh Produce Traceability
Traceability requires the identification of all physical entities (locations) where fresh produce originates from and where it is packed and stored. These may include but are not limited to fields, growers, packers, carriers, wholesalers and retailers.

A system for identifying and tracing produce is needed so that sub-standard or unsafe produce can be recalled. It also enables the cause of problems to be identified and their recurrence prevented. The essential requirements for an effective system are:
- Each batch of product must be clearly marked.
- A record must be kept of the batch ID and the destination details.
- Records of operations critical to food safety and quality must be maintained.

The following table shows how product identification methods and records combine to form an effective system for product identification and traceability linking the stages of growing, packing and delivery to retailers.

d. Fresh produce supply chain traceability model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II TRACKING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Identification Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaxle No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traceability Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grower</th>
<th>Batch</th>
<th>Pack House</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>MH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
e. Basic Concepts of Object-Based System Design.

Object-oriented approach is the perspective problem by using a model - a model that is organized (which combines the issues surrounding the concept of data structure and behavior of an entity). In this approach, the software organization is a collection of discrete objects that work together, communicate and interact to a certain target.

- **Class**
  - Class is a description of one or more objects with a set of attributes and service uniforms, including a description of the creation of new objects in the class.
  - Characteristics - the characteristics of the class are as follows:
    - **Tangibility**
      - Namely whether there are classes that present the physical entities or abstract information presented
    - **Inclusiveness**
      - Namely whether the atomic class (does not contain the class - the other class) or class is the aggregate (containing at least one object in it).
    - **Sequentially**
      - Namely whether concurrent (have a lot of control flow) or sequen (controlled external resources).
    - **Persistence**
      - Persistence properties are divided by class as follows:
        - Transtent, which is created and removed during operation of the program.
        - Temporary, that is created during the surgery and removed once the program ends.
        - Permanent, which is stored in the Database.
    - **Integrity**
      - Namely whether the class can be changed (guarded its resources from external influences) or impose a class that is guarded resource control object

- **Class have**
  - Name Class has a name that distinguishes it from the class - the other class.
  - Attributes: Properties that describe a class named range values can have instant class.
  - Operations / Methods; Operation is the implementation of services that can be requested from an object.
  - Responsibilities: Responsibility is the contact / liability class that contains a number of attributes and operations is an infestation of responsibility to which it aspires to be implemented.

f. **Object**

Fumbaugh defines the object as a concept, abstraction or something with a clear deadline for the problem at hand. Thus there are two uses of objects, namely;

- To improve the understanding of the real world.
- To provide a practical basis for computer implementation.

Object has the following properties:

- State, State objects include all the properties of objects (usually static) plus the value - the value of the property at the time (usually dynamic).
- Conduct, That is how the objects - objects to react and act in change - change of status and is determined by the set of all or some operations can be performed by the object itself.
- The identity of That is the object properties that distinguish it from all other objects.

2.4 System Design Using the Method Unfield Modeling Language (UML).

UML is a language that determines, visualization, construction and documenting the artifacts of software systems, to model the business and other nonsoftware system. Rational Rose is a software that has a device - a visual modeling tools to build a solution in software engineering and business modeling. Rational Rose software issued by a company called Rational Software, a company that sparked the idea for the formation of a consortium of companies - companies that use UML as a standard modeling language in the company. (Suhendar, and Gunadi, 2002).

The main purpose of UML are:

- Provides a ready-made model with expressive visual modeling language to develop and exchange models with simple and commonly understood.
- Provide modeling language that is free from various programming languages and process engineering.
- Integrating practices - best practices contained in the modeling.

Elements - elements that are commonly used in modeling business processes in UML, namely:

a. **Actor**

Actor describes the use of software applications (the user). Actor helps give a clear picture of what to do with software applications.

Actor in UML are denoted as shown below.

![Fig 1. Actor](image)

b. **Use Case**

Use case describes the behavior of software applications, including the interaction between the actor with the software application.

In general usecase is:

- The pattern of behavior of software applications.
- A sequence of related transactions and performed by an actor with a software application..
- System or objects that provide something of value to the actor.

Based on your exit in the actor, usecase is divided into two, namely:

Concrete usecase, which created direct usecase for the purposes of actor. Actor can view and take the initiative against him.
Abstract use case, the use case that never stand alone. Use case is always included in (include), or expanded from the (extended) or formulation (generalize) from other use case.

Graphically, the use case is denoted as follows:

Graphically, the use case is denoted as follows:

Prior to model analysis, we should understand well the class - a class in the analysis. Class - the class are:

**c. Boundary**
Is a class that models the interaction between one or more actors in the system. Boundary can be:
- User Interface which is a means of communication between the system with the user, such as a window (window) in the Graphical User Interface (GUI).
- System Interface which is a means of communication between systems with other information systems, such as communication protocol.
- Device Interface which is a means of communication between the system with the device (equipment), such as printers, sensors.

Boundary notated in UML with the notation:

![Fig 3. Boundary](image)

**d. Control.**
Control is used to model "behavioral set", specific to one or several use case only. Control is not influenced by the changes around them. These elements make the use or content of the element entity and is usually installed with the element boundary element entity.

![Fig 4. Control](image)

**e. Entity.**
Entity modeling the information that must be stored by the system. Entity shows the data structure of a system. Entity is usually passive and still. The main responsibility of this element is to store and organize information from the system.

![Fig 5. Entity](image)

### III. ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT SYSTEM

Production is running at PT. Actaris Mecoindo involving several entities such as Customer, Sales Mecoindo, Technical Mecoindo, PPIC and the Production and Quality. As for things that are done each section are as follows:

**A. Customer.**
- PO (Purchase Order) on Sales Mecoindo Receive product of Order that was made.
- Sales, Receive PO from the customer and given to the Technical.
- Technical, Receive PO and PO from Sales Order modified in the form of Form (OF) Provide OF the PPIC for given target and approved Receive an OF of PPIC is already in the approved Provide OF goto Production.
- PPIC Receive an OF of the Technical Provide targeted delivery of goods Perform stock control of production materials Setting up the goods according to production needs Provide OF which has been given a target gets technical.
- Production Receive an OF of the Technical

**B. Activity Diagram The Current System**

![Fig 6. Activity Diagram the Current System](image)

**C. Activity Diagram of Proposed System**

![Fig 7. Activity Diagram of Proposed System](image)
Part Traceability System is a system that is proposed as a solution to solving the problem. Given this system of production problems can be resolved. This system will record the arrival to be part of a product. Part is already a product it will be known GRS. GRS is a unique code on the arrival of a part in Mecoindo or lot number can be called arrival.

Part Traceability system will be used to assist the production if they want to know the parts are arranged parts. Part Traceability systems must be able to do pengecekkan as Quality control of the product being manufactured. Weaknesses mentioned above is the thing to do repairs.

With Traceability System Parts that have been mentioned problems can be resolved. As for things that are done each section are as follows:

A. Customer.
1. PO (Purchase Order) on Sales Mecoindo. Receive product of Order that was made.
2. Sales.Receive PO from the customer and given to the Technical.
3. Technical.Receive PO from Sales and PO is converted in the form of OF (Order Form) Provide OF the PPIC for given target and approved.Receive an OF of PPIC is already in the approved. Provide OF goto Production.
4. PPIC.Receive an OF of the Technical Provide targeted delivery of goodsPerform stock control of production materials Setting up the goods according to production needs Provide OF which has been given a target gets technical..
5. Quality.Perform pengecekkan against part that comes in the PT. Mecoindo. Incoming Quality parts are parts that do the sampling. Sampling is done to represent the overall quality of parts that come up. If the results are good then the part is otherwise accept or OK. Conversely, if the result is not well expressed Not Good (NG) or Reject. Part of OK will be given to production for production meter.
6. Production.Receive an OF of the TechnicalPerform the assembly (Assemble) To record the application system When the process is complete then performed for the Production of Quality Checks, if there is defective production of the assembly will be done again if it is not production ready to be sent to the Customer. Send the Order that was ordered by the Customer. Parts Traceability system will be implemented into an application that in fact can help in the production activities of daily performance. The system is designed to be developed for the purpose of all production line at PT. Mecoindo. The system is designed to be melancak production has been carried out starting from the production data, which make up part-part, part that has a history of the arrival of the GRS and the date of production in the supplier, up to automatically control the configuration process or process prior to packing, the meter not in accordance with the Order Form as well for double the serial number and no manual records used for parts production.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION SYSTEM

In designing this system the author uses a method in Object Oriented Analysis Design (OOAD) is a UML method. The author considers UML notation is rich - it has a lot of diagram notation, where each - each diagram has a different point of view - different. But the authors do not use this design as a whole that there are diagrams in UML, because with some diagrams alone will represent the system to be designed by the author.

In this design the authors divide into two ways, namely identifikas needs of the system from the viewpoint of the user / actor and the identification of needs from the standpoint of logical systems in an effort to find as many possible variables in order to achieve maximum system design.

1. Use case diagram.
   Of an actor going in their wake - each with their system - each process contained in it. The usecase is identified on each - each system are:

   1. Administrator
      - Usecase Input Users
      - Usecase Edit Users
      - Usecase Delete Users
      - Usecase Input Employees
      - Usecase Edit Employees
      - Usecase Delete Employees
   2. Quality
      - Usecase Input Suppliers
      - Usecase Edit Suppliers
      - Usecase Delete Suppliers
      - Usecase Input Parts
      - Usecase Edit Parts
      - Usecase Delete Parts
      - Usecase Input Incoming Parts
      - Usecase Edit Incoming Parts
      - Usecase Delete Incoming Parts
      - Usecase Input Incoming Checking
      - Usecase Edit Incoming Checking
      - Usecase Delete Incoming Checking

Fig 8. Actor Aplication System
3. Technical
- Use case Input Meter
- Use case Edit Meter
- Use case Delete Meter
- Use case Input Order Form (OF)
- Use case Edit Order Form (OF)
- Use case Delete Order Form (OF)

4. Production
- Use case Input NOBC
- Use case Edit NOBC
- Use case Delete NOBC
- Use case Input Production
- Use case Edit Production
- Use case Delete Production
- Use case Input Packing
- Use case Edit Packing
- Use case Delete Packing

2. Use case Diagram Picture
which the actor will interact with the system. The relationship can be described by the activity diagram as shown below:

Fig 22. Use Case Activity Input Suppliers

Fig 23. Use Case activity Input part

Fig 21. Activity Input Employee

* Activity diagrams describe interactions that occur between the user with the system on each - each usecase. The function diagram illustrates the sequence of activity - an activity in
5. Achievement Satisfaction
   a. Material handling performance for Questioner

   **TABLE III**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Resp. Satisfied</th>
<th>Resp. Not Satisfied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   b. Teknik Performance

   **TABLE IV**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Resp. Satisfied</th>
<th>Resp. Not Satisfied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   c. Quality Performance

   **TABLE IV**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Resp. Satisfied</th>
<th>Resp. Not Satisfied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   d. Customer Survei

   **TABLE IV**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Resp. Satisfied</th>
<th>Resp. Not Satisfied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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